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Introduction 

As a medical consultant and psycho- 
therapist, Dr. Fern Waterman special- 
izes in massive psychic trauma work 
with Holocaust survivors and their 
families, torture victims, abuse, combat 
and incest survivors. An active member 
of the Canadian Centre for Victims of 
Torture, Dr. Waterman does extensive 
research on victims of persecution (eth- 
nic, racial, religious) and provides 
counselling to such individuals in her 
private practice. Hence, her medical 
and psychotherapeutic background 
offer fresh, sensitive insights into the 
accounts highlighted below. 
Q1: The abstract term "religious 

persecution" contains a number of 
meanings and frequently serves only 
to blur the complicated psychological 
processes involved. From a psychia- 
trist's perspective, would you please 
explain the processes that occur in both 
the individual and community psy- 
che? 

There is a process which occurs po- 
litically that isolate the individual 
and community being persecuted and 
how these things are brought into 
play. But, it does not contend with 
what happens to the minds of the peo- 
ple being persecuted. We know there 
is a psychological process that occurs 
whenever anything traumatic ap- 
pears. The body and the mind have to 
adapt when there is no way out. 
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An example of this is the Nazi con- 
centration and death camps. There 
were many people who saw their 
whole families butchered or led off to 
the gas chambers, who did not feel 
because they knew that they had to 
survive. It was almost normal to see 
people being hanged, tortured and 
beaten. They existed at a vegetativelevel 
in order to get through the persecution. 
Others, who did see it and feel it, con- 
stantly went mad. Who could in their 
own right mind accept that? Others, 
who attempted to talk about it, gradu- 
ally made the best adjustment. But 
again, it was so insidious having to 
suppress all this that what was normal 
became incredibly abnormal to any- 
one sane. 

There is always a blur. There is al- 
ways a continuum of how groups and 
mass psychology work. You can't just 
say, "Well thoseNazi did it!" The fact 
is what happened was an extreme of 
what happens in mobs, in groups, in 
teams. Mob seduction is what we find 
acceptable. We persecute because we 
fear that we are going to lose something 
our children our ideas will be diluted. 
There is a need for purity. In every 
orthodox tradition, this fear exists." 
42: Is the psychiatric world attentive to 
the cry of the refugee? How do they 
view human rights and what does it 
mean to them? 

"I think that the spectrum is as 
broad as the spectrum is for psychia- 
trists in that, the medical world should 
be attentive to the cry of the refugees 
and theoretically, it is on an intellec- 
tual level. How we behave as psychi- 
atric community is another matter. 
Again,not every doctor is a part of 
The Canadian Centre for Victims of 
Torture. In essence, we all should be. 
We should be sensitive to religious 
and cultural issues since we are a 
changing society. If we judge people 
by our standards, we are never going 
to understand how to help them right 

now. I am in the process of discover- 
ing what channels we have opened 
for refugees-both political and reli- 
gious. I am trying to hook up with 
more official channels that we as 
mental healthcare givers can say; I 
see the stress in those patients of 
mine. But, some of that stress is be- 
cause they do not know if they are 
going to be landed immigrants or 
not." It is wonderful for me to be able 
to listen to them talk about it. But 
mere talk is not going to provide the 
solution. They have to get solid help 
towards this goal of becoming landed 
immigrants and being accepted into 
the community as well as being able to 
validate themselves economically so 
that they can bring up their families 
in some kind of peace and security. 

In terms of how the psychiatric 
world views human rights, I know 
that the medical schools are being 
taught something about medical 
ethics. But, whether it is broadened 
to look at refugee problems, I am un- 
certain. I would like to add some- 
thing in terms of the world medical 
system. A number of German medi- 
cal students very recently were in- 
terviewed and asked if medical 
ethics (never mind refugee prob- 
lems)) should be studied in their 
medical schools. The students 
said"noU because they have so 
much to learn anyway and that 
would just be something extra. This 
is a nation that practised the most 
horrible experiments that you could 
possibly imagine-more that the 
world ever knows. I just took a 
course in Nazi medicine and even I 
got sick. And I thought I knew every- 
thing. Here these medical students 
said no to being taught medical eth- 
ics because it would be too much 
work. That to me is very frightening. 
43: Do you believe the medical and 
psychiatric communities are prop- 
erly educated on the issue of refu- 
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gees being persecuted for their faith? 
If not, how could this problem berecti- 
fied? 

No. I think that somehow time 
slots have to be created so that peo- 
ple in the field of mental healthcare, 
legal profession and grassroots or- 
ganizations can be brought to talk 
about the problems so that when doc- 
tors or others in the field of mental 
healthcare run into trouble, there are 
channels available to access. I have 
had to find this out by myself. I cer- 
tainly didn't discover it through 
anything I learned in medicine. Re- 
member that this is the social inter- 
est aspect of medicine. Medical 
schools do not teach us about the 
physiology, structure and function 
of normal systems and then how 
they can go awry. 

When I practiced a predominant 
ethnic area like the Jane-Finch corri- 
dor, this wasn't offered to me through 
the family practice unit, which 
would have been very good entree for 
refugee organizations. We just knew 
that we were servicing a number of 
people from Portugal, Greece and in- 
creasingly from the Muslim coun- 
tries. But, there was no avenue by 
which we could get more informa- 
tion. I was simply interested and 
gathered resources by travelling to 
their countries and by asking ques- 
tions. Today, I would be very willing 
to be asked to come to a medical 
school and speak about the psychol- 
ogy of persecuted people. The gov- 
ernment too has a role to play in 
rectifying the problem-curriculum 
and funding. 
43: Concerning religious persecution, 
governmentbodies and economic insti- 
tutions analyse the larger, societal con- 
textbeing affected. A major part of their 
response is education and information. 
The psychiatrist however addresses the 
issue from the "inside out" by attempt- 
ing to help the refugee rebuild/redis- 
cover meaning and order in his/her life. 
Politicians and trade organizations do 
not see the graves of many victims who 
have died or the scars on the bodies of 
those who have been tortured for their 
faith. But, the psychiatrist bears wit- 

ness to the atrocities, whichhave taken 
place through storytelling andmemory 
retrieval of the patient. 
4.4: Share one account of your pro- 
fessional involvement with a refugee 
case invol-ving religious prosecu- 
tion. Describe your overall clinical 
observations?- Any personal reac- 
tions? 

The work I do and the reason I do 
it is because it has so much meaning 
for me both as a caregiver and as a 
mental healthcare worker as well as in 
a very human, emotional and spir- 
itual sense. My oldest professional 
involvement with people know the 
basic horror story of the Holocaust 
and what they went through. 

What are my reactions each time I 
hear a story? As I am taken through 
each individual story, the anxiety and 
panic that they felt, I am drawn into it. 
The number of sessions where I am ex- 
posed to that original story, I always 
felt personally rubbed raw. I felt more 
vulnerable at the end of those ses- 
sions, particularly top the rest of the 
world because I know that could have 
happened to me. But I have always 
maintained that the day I stop feeling 
emotion is the day I should quit my 
profession. 

Rebuilding a life trying to restore 
trust and help a person heal, is often 
a very long and difficult process. It is 
one that is not entirely successful be- 
cause patients continue to have flash- 
backs and nightmares that we 
de-finitely try to alleviate by other 
techniques such as EMDR which 
helps patients process their terrible 
memories in a different way. I have ac- 
companied some Holocaust survivors 
back to Poland to help them face what 
has tormented them all these decades. 
The impact is something I will never 
forget. It will always be with me. Just 
going back to visit the horror when the 
people and the actual persecution it- 
self are not there, was terrible enough 
for me let alone the people that sur- 
vived it. 

I had one patient (a Holocaust survi- 
vor) who made a pact with a friend 
while in the concentration camp that 
rather than let certain things happen, 

they would kill themselves. The friend 
with whom she made this pact one day 
stood up for her rights to one of the 
guards. And of course, she was tor- 
tured and killed for this act in full view 
of everyone. The girl, who saw what 
happened to her teenage friend, was 
also forced into a very sadistic lesbian 
relationship by one of the guards at 
the work camp. And she knew that 
this was one of the things that were in 
the pact. And yet, she didn't kill herself. 
Frankly, I am glad that she didn't be- 
cause she is a wonderful human being 
who has brought up several children 
and delightful grandchildren and has 
contributed even to the volunteer 
world. The things she has done for our 
society doesn't make her death worth 
it. 

Like many Holocaust survivors, 
this woman lived until after we got 
back from Poland, with the thought 
and judgement that somehow she 
survived because of sinfulness. So 
until a person forgives his/her own 
self, that shift to healing isn't made ei- 
ther. When I see forgiveness on those 
kind of levels: for self, for the perpetra- 
tors and for the people who seemed to 
stand aside and let what happened 
take place, there is a spiritual shift 
that is beyond anything I as a thera- 
pist can do. I may help promote that 
process, but the patient or the survivor 
has to make that final shift. And 
when they do, to me that is a miracle 
of the human spirit. That is what 
makes it all worthwhile. 
45: How can the psychiatric commu- 
nity provide the national and interna- 
tional organizations a mandate to act 
(in conjunction with the goodwill not 
only of politicians, academics, artists, 
economists and multi-faith groups)? 

I believe that what I have been col- 
lecting and the kind of material I have 
been doing with both in information 
and the sort of processes that are going 
on in patients, means that I have to 
step out of my office and do  some- 
thing in the community, national 
and international setting. The mental 
health field has to get together and li- 
aison with politicians and other peo- 
ple in power and hopefully get enough 
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respect for ourselves that when we say 
something, it should mean something 
somewhere in the right circles. 

I know there are some organiza- 
tions that exist, but national and inter- 
national organizations should be 
more prominent in that I am still see- 
ing them out for myself." 
46: The Holocaust witnessed the un- 
precedented slaughter of European 
Jews with the intent to exterminate 
the race, religion and culture of the 
people. Describe in personal terms, 
your own family's struggle to escape 
the Nazi regime, immigrate to 
Canada and re-assimilate core be- 
liefs (particularly religious). 

My own family struggled to escape 
the Nazi regime actually was prec- 
edent of the regime in that they fled to 
Canada to escape anti-Semitism 
(which culminated in the Holocaust) 
and the absolute grinding poverty in 
which they lived in Poland. They came 
over in the 30s after Hitler's rise to 
power. But, they did not foresee the 
Holocaust as it happened. My grandfa- 
ther's whole family (with the excep- 
tion of a handful of people) was 
murdered in the Holocaust. So we 
were profoundly affected by it person- 
ally and as Jews knowing what hap- 
pened to our people. 

Our family has been having a strug- 
gle to come to terms with what hap- 
pened. I was witness to the guilt that 
my grandfather lived with because he 
was unable to get his family over to 
Canada in time. In subsequent visits 
back to Poland, I have been able to 
trace how my relatives were marched 
to a death camp. That was a horrible 
and very sad journey for me. But it was 
important that I find out exactly what 
happened to them. So we lived in the 
shadow of the Holocaust almost daily 
in that, Jews have a tradition of naming 
their children after relatives who have 
already died. 

My father had many tales to tell of 
their experiences in Poland. For in- 
stance, at Easter time everybody knew 
that they had to lay low. The Jewish 
portion of the village didn't come out 
for a few days because people would 
stream out of the churches (mostly 

young men who were thugs anyway) 
for Christ killers to beat up. 

In terms of re-assimilating our 
core beliefs, I don't know whether 
we have comprehended everything. 
We certainly believe in the tradition 
of being Jewish and all the moral 
structure of Judaism. We like to carry 
on the traditions of Sabbath and 
kosher. Another point to mention is 
that I think because we live with the 
collective unconscious of the Holo- 
caust and everything that proceeded 
it, a lot of Jews (including myself), live 
unconsciously with one eye over their 
shoulder. We are more sensitive to 
persecution. Yet at the same time, we 
carry on with our lives not letting it 
impede us because we all have a task 
that through God, to become the best 
we can be. 

When Jews came to Canada, they 
clung tenaciously to the fact that they 
were Jews and were going to stay that 
way. But, in order to survive and se- 
cure work in a more secular society, 
many gave up a lot of their traditional 
practices. Like Maslow's hierarchy, 
now that mere survival seems to be a 
problem of the past, we can afford 
(thanks to democracy) to observe the 
other rituals. Their meaning has made 
living Jewishly and spiritually much 
more meaningful to me. 
47: In the Old Testament, Jeremiah is 
a celebrated figure who is referred to 
as the "weeping prophet" because he 
was sensitive, tenderhearted and 
wept over the suffering of his people 
being carried off into exile. He also 
warned of denial of saying, "peace, 
peace" to avoid seeing their prob- 
lems. Who are the modern day 
prophets on behalf of today's 23 
million refugees? Do they weep 
over they being persecuted? 

Just as Neville Chamberlain said, 
"peace in our time" Our politicians are 
doing the same with Kosovo. Who is 
doing anything bout it? In that re- 
spect, I am a modem day prophet be- 
cause I don't hold with what is being 
said and only done in a partial way- 
and that is; I do mourn the innocent 
people who were killed in the bomb- 
ings which NATO carried out. But, I 

am very unhappy with what NATO 
did because I don't think you should 
have any truck dealings with the 
devil. People like Milosevic are mon- 
sters. He's a thug. If NATO was re- 
ally going to get Slobodan to do 
some kind of giving in, then ground 
troops should have been sent in. 
They could have gotten him. Millo- 
sevic could be standing in front of 
the war crimes tribunal today. He 
should not be given status innegoti- 
ating at all. 

If we know anything about human 
behaviour, then we know that what is 
going on now is a continuation of 
what was going on during the Sec- 
ond World War and before Tito. Tito 
was so charismatic, he suppressed 
everything. And so everything that 
wasn't solved before the war and that 
was going on in the Balkan states, is 
now continuing with the same ha- 
tred and the same kind of primitive 
thinking. It is primitive thinking that 
involves collective punishment that 
seems to be one aspect of why they are 
pillaging, murdering and cleansing. 

An example as to what I think of a 
prophet comes from a whole other 
field, not in the human rights arena. 
But, it is a spiritual sense of how peo- 
ple should behave. And that is 
through the eyes of a biologist whose 
name escapes me. I was 16 years old at 
the time and in first year university 
taking zoology course. This scientist 
talked about how our genetic material 
can be affected by the things in our 
environment. He emphasized the 
need to remember that we are the 
guardians of our genetic material. 
And how we treat ourselves and the 
world around us (physically, emotion- 
ally and psychologically) will deter- 
mine what good shape that genetic 
material will be in. This illustrates my 
idea of who is a prophet. And if we 
treat people well, then they won't feel 
displaced and be forced into exile. 
They won't be tortured or persecuted 
for their beliefs, which ties in with the 
refugee issue. 
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